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From the Middle Ages Crowmarsh’s inhabitants combined farming with a wide variety of 

rural trades and crafts. The village’s medieval market benefited from its proximity to 

Wallingford, taking some trade from the town despite burgesses’ complaints, while an annual 

medieval fair continued in the 19th century, when it specialized in horses and cheese. Other 

non-agricultural occupations included quarrying and ironworking, the local Wilder family’s 

successful iron foundry (established c.1868) continuing into the 21st century. Even so most 

inhabitants were engaged in agriculture, and following the inclosure of the open fields in the 

18th century a sizeable number of landless labourers were employed on the parish’s several 

tenant-run farms. From the later 19th century most of Crowmarsh’s farmland was 

incorporated into the Coldharbour estate, which in 2016 was the parish’s only working farm. 

Traditional farming practices were typical of the Chilterns, combining sheep and arable on 

the higher ground with cattle rearing and dairying on the heavier soils by the Thames. 

 

The Agricultural Landscape 

 

In the late Anglo-Saxon period Crowmarsh probably shared a field system with the estate 

centre at Benson. If so its own open fields were presumably separated when Crowmarsh 

manor was created in the early-to-mid 11th century, as suggested by indentations (almost 

certainly derived from open-field furlongs) along the Benson–Crowmarsh boundary.1 In the 

Middle Ages there may have been a two-field system,2 which by the 17th century had been 

subdivided into half a dozen fields called North, South, Church, Crowbrook, Hitching, and 

Stockbridge.3 By the 18th century piecemeal inclosure (recorded from the medieval period) 

had confined the open fields to c.75 a. adjoining the village,4 and the remainder were 

probably inclosed by the Nedhams in the 1750s–60s, with common pasture rights 

extinguished at the same time.5 Arable still covered c.460 a. (70 per cent of the parish) in the 

1840s, that on the lower slopes a ‘very productive loam … of excellent quality’. The higher 

                                            
1
 VCH Oxon. XVIII, 43; above, intro. (par. bdies). 

2
 For refs to medieval fields, HMC 6th Rep. (1877), 588, 591, 594; TNA, JUST 1/703, m. 6. 

3
 OHC, P389/E/1; ibid. MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. c 141, f. 29; ibid. MSS Wills Oxon. 11/5/3; 52/2/5. 

4
 Bodl. MS Maps Oxon. a 1; OHC, tithe award and map. For medieval and later inclosure, below. 

5
 For earlier refs to common pasture, Berks RO, D/EH T67/1–2; OHC, E37/1/2/D/5; ibid. FC VIII/4; 

ibid. MS Wills Oxon. 114/2/15; ibid. E273/6/D/13. 
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ground (on Coldharbour farm) was ‘light and rather weak’, though still ‘useful land’ for 

Chiltern sheep-and-corn husbandry.6 

 

 

 

Meadow lay by the river, covering c.100 a. (including that in Howbery park) in the mid 

19th century.7 In 1286 the manor’s tenants owed an annual due of 4s. to enter the meadow, 

and its partial inclosure prompted complaints in 1301;8 by the 17th century it was probably 

wholly inclosed.9 Woodland measuring one league by two furlongs was attached to 

Crowmarsh manor in 1086, but possibly lay outside the parish in Nuffield: in the 12th century 

the Bolbecs owned the church there, and tenurial links with Crowmarsh persisted later, 

reflected, perhaps, in the Nuffield place name Howberrywood.10 Woodland within 

Crowmarsh itself remained scarce, indentations along the north-eastern parish boundary 

suggesting that the 11th-century arable extended as far as Oakley wood (in Benson).11 

 

 

                                            
6
 OHC, tithe award and map; TNA, IR 18/7667; below (farming since 1800). 

7
 OHC, tithe award and map; TNA, IR 18/7667. 

8
 TNA, C 133/47/13; Cal. Pat. 1292–1301, 628–9. 

9
 HMC 6th Rep. 585; OHC, P323/1/D/1; ibid. P389/E/1; ibid. CJ V/74. 

10
 VCH Oxon. I, 410; XVIII, 349–50, 362; BL, Egerton Ch. 5742; OHC, CJ V/74; cf. Cal. Pat. 1587–8, 

p. 57 (Crowmer Grove). 
11

 For fieldnames possibly suggesting small-scale woodland clearance in that area, above, intro. 
(landscape). 

A detail from a map of the 1740s showing Crowmarsh’s open fields, 
riverside meadows, orchards, and gardens. 
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Medieval Tenant and Demesne Farming 

 

In 1086 Crowmarsh manor had only seven ploughteams on land sufficient for twelve, 

suggesting a considerable contraction of the arable area. Possibly that reflected increased 

grazing, although no permanent pasture was mentioned and only 6 a. of meadow, while the 

manor’s woodland may have been at a distance. Nevertheless the manor had doubled in 

value to £20 since 1066. Twelve villani and eleven bordars had five ploughteams between 

them, and another two teams (worked partly by four slaves or servi) were employed on the 

lord’s demesne.12 

Crop-growing dominated Hugh de Vere’s demesne by 1263, when it contained 173 a. 

of arable but only 18½ a. of meadow and pasture, and was worth £5 a year. Tenants’ rents 

and labour services contributed another £12 to his two-thirds share of the manor, which was 

still valued at £20 over all.13 By 1286 tenants’ payments were worth an even larger 

proportion of the manor’s value, possibly as a result of changes to their status: yardlanders 

formerly holding in villeinage were described in 1279 as unfree sokemen (servi socomanni) 

and in 1286 as free sokemen, and some smallholding cottars may also have been freed. If 

so, workers were presumably hired to plough and harvest the lord’s demesne as former 

labour services were withdrawn.14 

 Demesne and tenant land probably lay intermingled in the open fields, as suggested 

by a 1-a. strip lying between the land of Isabel, countess of Oxford, and that of another 

tenant.15 Strips were regularly bought and sold, and some land was evidently inclosed: 

inhabitants complained in 1241 that the countess had obstructed their common pasture 

rights, while inclosure of meadows also caused difficulties,16 and mention of crofts and 

closes suggests that some other land, too, was held privately.17 Inclosure was probably 

assisted by an active land market, which allowed some tenants to accumulate substantial 

holdings. William Marshal, a well-off taxpayer in 1327, amassed large debts perhaps in order 

to fund his land purchases, which included 75 a. in Crowmarsh and Newnham and an 

inclosed estate at Turner’s Court in Benson.18 

Tenant farming presumably comprised mixed cereal-growing and livestock rearing, 

with cattle grazing the wetter ground by the Thames. A cowherd was mentioned in 1241, 

                                            
12

 VCH Oxon. I, 410; above (agric. landscape). 
13

 TNA, C 132/31/1. The valuation did not include Pipard’s share: above, manor. 
14

 Rot. Hund. II, 774; TNA, C 133/47/13; below, social hist. (Middle Ages). 
15

 HMC 6th Rep. 588. 
16

 Oxon. Eyre, 1241, no. 417; HMC 6th Rep. 585; below, social hist. (Middle Ages). 
17

 Cal. Pat. 1340–3, 92; A.M. Leys (ed.), Sandford Cartulary, I (ORS 19, 1938), pp. 32–3; TNA, E 
210/5854. 
18

 TNA, E 179/161/9; Cal. Close 1330–3, 397; Cal. Pat. 1334–8, 500; VCH Oxon. XVIII, 41; below, 
social hist. (Middle Ages). 
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although the mass trespass on the demesne meadow in 1301 may indicate that pasture was 

in short supply. In the 13th century the demesne was managed by a reeve,19 but later it too 

was probably leased. 

 

Farms and Farming 1500–1800 

 

By the 16th century a few large farms had emerged alongside several smaller holdings. The 

biggest was probably the demesne farm at Howbery, held by the wealthy Hildesley family 

and reckoned in 1590 to be worth £60 a year after payment of the lord’s rent.20 When leased 

to John Cheyney (d. 1604) it covered 160 acres.21 A separate 100-a. farm in 1509 was most 

likely occupied by a non-resident freeholder, and may have resulted from amalgamation of 

several formerly separate holdings.22 Andrew Clack (d. 1568), the parish’s highest taxpayer 

after the Hildesleys, held three yardlands and other property, and left goods worth £60 

including barley, sheep, and cattle.23 His son Thomas (d. 1614) was even better off, leaving 

goods worth £173 which included £80-worth of ripening crops; the bulk was barley (some of 

it malted for brewing), but there were smaller quantities of wheat, oats, rye, and vetches, 

while milk from the dairy herd was made into cheese and butter. Thomas also bred cattle 

and kept pigs and poultry, though in common with some other Crowmarsh farmers he had 

no sheep: instead he manured the land by carrying farmyard dung to the fields in carts and 

drags.24 Most other inhabitants farmed on a similar but smaller scale,25 holdings like John 

Harris’s 42-a. farm combining small inclosed plots with single or small groups of strips 

scattered across the open fields.26 

 Crop rotations may have become more varied in the 17th century, when part of the 

fallow field was hitched with peas or vetches. Soil fertility also depended on continued muck-

spreading, however, William Sadler leaving 52 loads in 1662.27 A 21-year lease of Howbery 

farm in the 1650s fetched an annual rent of £200, rising to £207 10s. in 1713 when Jethro 

Tull (ironically in light of his later experiments) let it on condition that the outgoing tenant left 

his successor an adequate supply of dung and straw for manuring the fields.28 The Gregorys 

augmented Howbery’s acreage by the addition of 40 a. formerly belonging to the Ayer and 

                                            
19

 Oxon. Eyre, 1241, nos. 904, 1206; Cal. Pat. 1292–1301, 628–9; HMC 6th Rep. 588. 
20

 TNA, C 3/230/26; above, manor; below, social hist. (1500–1800). 
21

 TNA, C 142/410/54. 
22

 I.S. Leadam (ed.), Domesday of Inclosures (1897), I, p. 376. 
23

 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 184, f. 364 and v.; TNA, E 179/162/233. 
24

 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 11/5/3. 
25

 e.g. ibid. 296/1/28; 296/2/8; 172/4/29; 22/3/14. 
26

 Ibid. P389/E/1. 
27

 BL, Egerton Ch. 5742; OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 86/2/14; 7/1/30. 
28

 BL, Egerton Ch. 5742; TNA, C 11/1242/16; N. Hidden, ‘Jethro Tull I, II, and III’, Agric. Hist. Rev. 37 
(1989), 35. Tull attempted to eliminate manuring: ODNB. 
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Wiggin families,29 and a general consolidation of holdings around this date may have 

facilitated the parish’s gradual inclosure.30 The outlying Coldharbour Farm was probably the 

‘new built brick house’ let in the early 18th century to Joseph Leaver (d. 1757), with c.250 a. 

of (almost certainly inclosed) adjoining arable and a separate 5-a. plot of meadow.31 Lesser 

landholders still enjoyed common grazing rights in the remaining open fields, however, while 

cottagers also benefited from large gardens or orchards between the fields and the street. 

Other activities included bee-keeping and growing of hemp, apples, and hops, perhaps 

partly for production of beer, ale, and cider for consumption or sale. Certainly Crowmarsh’s 

location on the main Wallingford road ensured that by the 17th century small-scale farming 

was often combined with a trade or craft.32 

 Inclosure by agreement was probably carried out on the Nedhams’ initiative in the 

mid 18th century in conjunction with the creation of Howbery park, and was apparently 

accompanied by replacement of some existing tenants with newcomers. A few became long-

established, Coldharbour farm (occupied in 1786 by Benjamin Parsons) passing to his son 

William (d. 1838), who retained it as a yearly tenant (at £334 a year) at its sale in 1833.33 

The Allnatt family established a dominant position in the parish from the 1740s, farming land 

under several owners, renting the tithes, and filling local offices.34 Charles Allnatt (1773–

1856) occupied Howbery Farm (the former demesne farmstead) opposite the churchyard,35 

while a separate farmhouse on Benson Lane was apparently remodelled by his parents John 

and Mary in 1770. The name Howbery Farm subsequently became attached to the latter 

building, after the earlier site became incorporated into a 19th-century iron foundry and was 

later demolished.36 Most 18th-century farmsteads included dairies, separate barns for wheat, 

barley, and oats, and accommodation for horses, cattle, and pigs, while their expanded 

holdings provided employment for a variety of farm workers.37 One of Richard Allnatt’s farm 

servants was fined in 1780 for refusing to allow a gentleman’s coach to pass his slow-

moving wagon.38 

 

                                            
29

 BL, Egerton MS 3567, f. 1. 
30

 e.g. ibid. Egerton Ch. 5743. 
31

 OHC, CJ V/74; cf. BL, Egerton MS 3567, f. 291. 
32

 OHC, MSS Wills Oxon. 298/5/35; 22/3/14; 79/3/4; 7/1/30; 160/1/32; 121/2/9; 114/2/15; below 
(trades). 
33

 OHC, QSD/L/92; ibid. CH/E I/iii/4; TNA, PROB 11/1904/211; above, manor. 
34

 OHC, QSD/L/92; ibid. MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. c 63, ff. 145 sqq; ibid. par. reg. transcript; below, social 
hist. (1500–1800). 
35

 OHC, tithe award and map. 
36

 Initialled datestone; above, intro. (built character). Soon afterwards John and Mary moved to 
Crowmarsh Farm, while the Benson Lane farm was let to the Kitchens: OHC, CH/E I/iii/4; ibid. tithe 
award and map. 
37

 OHC, CH/E I/iii/4; below (since 1800). 
38

 OHC, Cal. QS, IX, 119. 
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Farms and Farming Since 1800 

 

In the 1840s Crowmarsh was predominantly arable and ‘fairly farmed’, with a large quantity 

of sainfoin grown on the higher ground.39 By 1851 there were five principal farms, each 

(apart from Coldharbour) covering 66–113 a., and though arable farming was labour 

intensive the parish was probably able to supply most of the c.50 workers which they 

collectively employed. Daniel Alderman may have been typical in growing barley, wheat, 

oats, beans, tares, clover, and hay, but sold up the following year.40 Coldharbour (242 a.) 

remained the largest farm, and under Alfred de Mornay (d. 1900) was extended to cover 

almost all the cultivable land east of Benson Lane. At Crowmarsh Farm de Mornay installed 

a bailiff who helped establish a celebrated flock of Hampshire Down sheep, the lambs being 

sold as prime mutton at 7–10 months old.41 In the 1870s two fifths of the parish’s arable was 

sown with wheat, barley, and oats, a quarter with fodder crops, and the remaining third laid 

to grass or fallow; sheep were folded to fertilize the arable fields, and beef and dairy cattle 

were also kept, particularly on the low-lying pastures belonging to the 154-a.Howbery farm, 

run in the 1860s–70s by the father and son William and George Absolon.42 

 By 1901 Crowmarsh’s growing suburban population meant that only about a third of 

households were directly dependent on farm work, agricultural occupations besides that of 

                                            
39

 Ibid. tithe award; TNA, IR 18/7667; above (agric. landscape). 
40

 TNA, HO 107/1690; Oxf. Jnl, 24 July 1852. 
41

 Sale Cat., Col d’Arbres Est. (1901): copy in Bodl. GA Oxon. b 90 (28); The Times, 5 Aug. 1886; 
above, manor (other estates). 
42

 Sale Cat., Howbery Park (1901): copy in Bodl. GA Oxon. b 90 (28); TNA, RG 9/741; RG 10/1273; 
ibid. MAF 68/255; MAF 68/711; Oxf. Jnl, 5 May 1866. 

A detail from a map of the 1740s 
showing a building (ringed) on 
Benson Lane on the site of the 
later Howbery Farm, remodelled 
by the Allnatts in 1770. 

The wall of Howbery Farm, 
Benson Lane, showing the initials 
of John and Mary Allnatt and the 
date 1770. 
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labourer including engine driver, carter, shepherd, and cattleman.43 National agricultural 

recession, unusually for the region, seems not to have promoted a major extension of 

dairying during the first half of the 20th century, and cereals were increasingly substituted for 

fodder crops: at Coldharbour farm (481 a.) the Edwards family largely eliminated sheep in 

the 1910s–30s, while their rearing of cattle, pigs, and poultry was subordinated to production 

of corn and hay, aided by the introduction of artificial fertilizers.44 Howbery farm’s acreage 

was much reduced after 1900, and in the 1920s it was sold as a ‘compact little dairy farm’ of 

26 a. which could be adapted for pigs and poultry.45 A further 5 a. on the farm were turned 

before 1909 into a French-style intensive garden for growing fruit and salad vegetables, and 

by the 1950s another 6 a. of market gardens in Crowmarsh were planted with fruit trees, 

rhubarb, blackcurrants, and strawberries, a nursery continuing there until 1970.46 In the late 

20th century Crowmarsh shared in the wider trend towards greater cereal cropping and a 

reduction of dairying, although Coldharbour farm also supported a large pig herd until the 

early 2000s, when a new grain store and drier were built.47 

 

Trades, Crafts, and Retailing 

 

Trades and crafts flourished from an early date, due largely to the village’s location on a 

major road next to Wallingford. A presumably weekly market existed by 1156, when Henry II 

prohibited it in a charter granted to Wallingford’s burgesses.48 Evidently it continued, 

however, as it was again said to be damaging Wallingford’s market in 1214.49 The sale of 

bread, ale, victuals, oats, and hay at Crowmarsh prompted further complaint in 1228–9 

(although the village lacked an oven from which to sell cooked meat),50 and in 1234 lead 

brewing vessels were seized and taken to Wallingford.51 By then ‘market-men’ and ‘market-

women’ (forenses) from Crowmarsh and other surrounding villages paid an annual fee for 

the right to trade as members of Wallingford’s merchant guild, among them a man selling 

candles,52 and in the 1240s several were fined in Wallingford’s borough court for trading 

                                            
43

 TNA, RG 13/1140; below, social hist. (since 1800). 
44

 TNA, MAF 68/2421; MAF 68/2985; MAF 68/3525; ibid. MAF 32/911/127; Orr, Oxon. Agric. 23. 
45

 Berks RO, D/EX 898/2/554; D/EX 898/2/722; OHC, DV XII/18; ibid. Adkin II/12. 
46

 OHC, Adkin II/12; ibid. PC80/M1/1; D. Beasley, Wallingford Through Time (2013), 95; Pedgley, 
Crowmarsh, 55. 
47

 TNA, MAF 68/4693; MAF 68/5189; MAF 68/6123; SODC planning docs, P95/W0713; 
P07/W0253/AG (accessed online). 
48

 Cal. Chart. 1257–1300, 68; VCH Berks. III, 532. 
49

 Rot. Litt. Claus. I, 175. 
50

 Cur. Reg. XIII, pp. 251–2; Close 1227–31, 265; N.M. Herbert, ‘The Borough of Wallingford 1155–
1400' (Reading Univ. PhD thesis, 1971), 138–9. 
51

 F.W. Maitland (ed.), Bracton’s Note Book (1887), II, pp. 636–7; VCH Berks. III, 534. 
52

 HMC 6th Rep. (1877), 576–8; Herbert, ‘Borough of Wallingford’, App. Va–c; VCH Berks. III, 533; 
below, social hist. (Middle Ages). 
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offences.53 In the later 13th century Crowmarsh’s market may have dwindled, and was 

replaced by an annual fair (nundinas). The reeve of Cuxham visited it in 1289–90 to buy 

ploughshares and a pair of cart wheels, and on another occasion bought iron, while in 1268 

a woman was arrested at the fair on suspicion of theft.54 The fair’s tolls belonged by 1340 to 

the honor of Wallingford, and in the 1430s–60s were let to Richard Restwold together with 

the tolls on ‘clay pots, salt, and other merchandise’ passing through the village.55 

 Medieval occupational surnames included carpenter, cook, pewterer, smith, spicer, 

and tiler, and in 1384 a baker was fined for breaking the assize of bread.56 A weaver was 

mentioned in 1584, and a clothier in 1619, although cloth-working remained small-scale.57 

More prominent were blacksmiths and wheelwrights, in part reflecting passing roadside 

trade: in the early 17th century three smiths may have operated simultaneously, their local 

customers (who were extended credit) coming from Benson, Wallingford, and several 

surrounding villages.58 Small-scale malting may reflect provision of food and drink on the 

same road: the wheelwright Richard Shervill (d. 1646) left £24-worth of malt which he 

presumably sold or brewed, and the glover Richard Butler (d. 1679) grew hops,59 while two 

public houses licensed by the 1760s were perhaps partly supplied from a malthouse kept by 

Edward Hutton, who lost malt in a fire in 1756.60 Cheese, too, was probably sold, perhaps at 

the village fair. Catherine Trinder left more than £16-worth in 1639,61 and in the 19th century 

(when tolls from the fair were still collected) it dealt chiefly in cheese and horses.62 

 The total number of households involved in trade or crafts increased from four in 

1811–21 to ten in 1831, with others on the Newnham side of the street.63 Roadside shops 

and services continued to thrive,64 tradesmen in 1841 including several blacksmiths, tailors, 

and tobacco-pipe makers, two publicans, and one each of bakers, carpenters, shoemakers, 

shopkeepers, and tallow chandlers. Occupants of a lodging house included a calico printer, 

confectioner, dressmaker, and several types of weaver,65 and ten years later the village 

supported three grocers’ shops including one at the Bell Inn, all of which continued until the 

                                            
53

 Herbert, ‘Borough of Wallingford’, 125, 139. 
54

 P.D.A. Harvey (ed.), Manorial Records of Cuxham, Oxfordshire, circa 1200–1359 (ORS 50, 1976 
for 1974), 184–5, 306; TNA, JUST 1/703, m. 6. 
55

 Cal. Pat. 1340–3, 96; Cal. Fine 1437–45, 45–6, 318; 1461–71, 59. 
56

 Rot. Hund. II, 774; TNA, JUST 1/705, m. 5; ibid. E 179/161/10; HMC 6th Rep. 582. 
57

 OHC, MSS Wills Oxon. 10/3/39; 76/3/24. 
58

 Ibid. 80/1/21; 300/1/28; 298/5/35. 
59

 Ibid. 61/1/21; 7/1/30; for 18th-cent. wheelwrights, ibid. 157/1/3; 88/4/31. 
60

 Ibid. QSD/V/1; ibid. B21/7/78/D1/6; ibid. Cal. QS, III, 509; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 89–90; below, 
social hist. (1500–1800). 
61

 OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. c 144, f. 55. 
62

 Ibid. CJ V/74; ibid. CH/E I/iii/3; BL, Egerton MS 3567, f. 1; ibid. Add. MS 28672, f. 291; below, social 
hist. (since 1800). 
63

 Census, 1811–31; below, Newnham Murren, econ. hist. (trades). 
64

 Pigot’s Nat. & Comm. Dir. (1830); Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 87, 94–7. 
65

 TNA, HO 107/882. 
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1890s.66 Crowmarsh’s long tradition of blacksmithing may have encouraged Benjamin 

Dunsden (d. 1860) and his son James to set up as agricultural machine makers and 

engineers,67 and c.1868 Walter Wilder (d. 1921) established an iron foundry on the site of 

the former Howbery farmstead beside the church. The firm made castings for agricultural 

machinery, street lamps, and drain covers, and became a limited company in 1923. The 

foundry continued to operate until the company’s relocation in the early 21st century, when 

the site was cleared for housing.68 

 

   

 

 

 

 Shops in the 1920s–30s included a baker’s, a grocer’s, and a draper’s, while 

craftsmen included a coach builder (later a motor-car body painter), a cabinet maker and 

undertaker, and a boot repairer.69 After the Second World War village shops and services 

gradually closed, however,70 and in 2016 the Bell Inn and a builders’ merchant were among 

the few still trading.71 Other local employers were the Institute of Hydrology and Howbery 

science park, which together employed c.1,630 people in 2007, and South Oxfordshire 

District Council, whose offices employed c.310 people until the buildings were burned down 

in 2015. In 2001 just under half the parish’s working inhabitants were employed in 

                                            
66

 Ibid. HO 107/1690; PO Dir. Oxon. (1854–77 edns); Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1883–95 edns). 
67

 TNA, HO 107/882; HO 107/1690; PO Dir. Oxon. (1847–64 edns); Cassey’s Dir. Oxon. (1868). 
68

 TNA, RG 10/1273, no. 77; J. & S. Dewey (eds), Men of Iron (1983), 47–54; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 
90–1; D. Beasley, Wallingford Through Time (2013), 86; SODC planning docs, P04/W0733; 
P10/W1781/EX (accessed online). 
69

 Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1920–39 edns); Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 92. 
70

 Oxon. Dir. (1958–9); Blair’s Dir. Oxon. (1967); Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 95–6. 
71

 www.crowmarshgifford.org.uk (accessed May 2016); cf. below, Newnham Murren, econ. hist. 
(trades). 

A drain cover made by Wilder’s 
iron foundry. This example was 
located in a suburban street in 
Oakham, Rutland. 

The builders’ merchant Colliers of 
Crowmarsh Ltd, whose yard 
adjoins the former site of Wilder’s 
iron foundry. 
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Crowmarsh, most others commuting to Wallingford, Reading, London, Henley, or elsewhere 

in Oxfordshire.72 

 

Quarrying and Lime-burning 

 

A quarry mentioned in 1233 may have provided material for Wallingford castle.73 Possibly it 

occupied the site of later chalk quarries on Crowmarsh hill, where a lime kiln was operated in 

the 19th century by the lime-burner and brickmaker William Phillips.74 Following his death in 

1891 the quarries probably closed,75 but may have been reopened by William Newton and 

Tarflint Ltd in the 1910s–20s.76 Gravel, too, was dug on the eastern edge of the parish near 

Oakley wood: in the 1830s pits there belonging to Coldharbour farm were worth c.£10 a 

year,77 and in the 1920s Newton was styled a gravel merchant.78 

A mason was resident in 1847, but Crowmarsh’s building industry was never large. 

Workers from outside the village in 1851 (during construction of Howbery Park mansion 

house) included a mason, bricklayer, builder, joiner, and two carpenters given temporary 

lodgings.79 Brick used in Crowmarsh’s 18th- and early 19th-century houses came probably 

from Benson or Nettlebed,80 and was most likely later brought in by railway. 

 

Milling and Fishing 

 

Crowmarsh manor included two corn mills in 1086,81 both of them presumably on the 

Thames and perhaps along a side-channel near Wallingford bridge.82 Their ownership was 

later divided with the manor, two thirds belonging to Robert de Vere in 1279 and a third to 

Ralph Pipard, although they were let to a single tenant for a total of 6 marks (£4) a year.83 In 

1263 Hugh de Vere’s share of the mills was valued at 55s. 6d., and a similar sum was 
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2013), 21. 
74
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probably collected in 1286.84 No later reference to the mills has been found, unless they are 

to be identified with two late medieval mills at Newnham Murren.85 

A fishery on the Thames (perhaps once associated with the mills) belonged to 

Crowmarsh manor until 1858, and thereafter to Howbery Park. In the early 18th century 

fishing along a ‘back stream’ was let with the adjoining eyots (or small islands) for £7 a 

year.86 
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 TNA, C 132/31/1; C 133/47/13. 
85
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